REPORT ON DRAWING ACTIVITY

Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Club of Shree Rayeshwar Institute of Engineering and Information Technology, Shiroda had conducted a drawing activity for all the students during the COVID ’19 lockdown period.

The theme was ‘LIFESTYLE IN JHARKHAND’, announced online on 27th April 2020.

Students have taken up the challenge and have let their creativity come to the fore. We have got a very good response with their drawings showcasing their talent and interesting ideas.

Few entries of the students drawing

DIYA BHAR, SE-ETC
NAGUESH VERLEKAR, TE-IT

TAHEREEN BEIG, FE - IT
SHREYA DESSAI, SE-ETC
NAGUESH VERLEKAR, TE - IT

ANJALI JITEN MITRA, SE - COMP
SALONI NAIK, FE – IT
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